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BIBLIOGRAPHY

History
 Originated in ancient Greece

 Developed in the Middle Ages

 Branched out during the 19th century

 Founded by the Alexandrian poet, scientist and librarian (Library of 

Alexandria) Callimach (310-240) 

 Bibliography – copying books

 biblion (book) + grafein (writing) 



BIBLIOGRAPHY

Today

 Development of various types of bibliography

 Science that has its own scientific methods

 Bibliography gives scientific methods to other sciences



Methods of bibliographic work

 Drawing up a basic work program

 Studying prior knowledge of the subject we are dealing with

 Finding bibliographic units in all available sources

 Enumeration of bibliographic units and their classification

 Creating a bibliographic sequence

 Sorting references according to some criteria



Scientific work

Features of scientific work:

 Objectivity; 

 Precision; 

 Reliability; 

 Generality; 

 Systematicity; 

 Criticality

The technique of scientific

research work:

 Set of procedures that 

contribute to more meaningful 

research;

 Standardized appearance of 

the manuscript



Stages in the work creation 

 Selection and formulation of topics

 Bibliographic   search – collecting materials and searching for 

documentation

 Writing a paper

 Proofreading 

 Technical processing of manuscripts



First step

Collecting material and searching for 

relevant bibliographic sources

 Bibliographic sources: primary and secondary

books encyclopedias

journals lexicons

scientific papers bibliographies

catalogs



Virtual Library of Serbia



Current National Bibliography



Bibliography "Serbika" 







Bibliographic control

 Sum of all practical operations which libraries undertake in order to 

organize documents;

 Identifying all possible documents;

 Identification of papers related to the requested document or one of its 

parts;

 Preparing a list of these documents in accordance with a standardized 

citation method;

 Finding all useful key search terms (titles, author names, subject...);

 Improving the way to locate a document as quickly and accurately as 

possible



Publications and sources in electronic 

form

 The user may be misdirected, or stopped, in their research because:

 Forgets that the credibility of information from the web can be 

compromised

 Gets a whole host of unnecessary information

 Link of the publication becomes invalid

 The same digital publication is often associated with several different 

addresses



Digital Object Identifier (DOI)

 Each publication is accompanied by a unique DOI 

 DOI - string of numbers, letters and symbols (prefix and suffix) used to 

uniquely identify an article or document

 Provide a permanent web address

 The DOI prefix is assigned by special agencies 

 The agency undertakes to:  

▪ maintain a database of information provided by publishers, 

▪ provide a web service that will automatically redirect users to the 

appropriate access page based on the entered identifier (DOI) of a 

particular publication



Why it is better to use DOI instead of link 

when quoting a publication?

 Thanks to permanent identifiers, the durability of citations is achieved

 Access to the publication itself and its metadata is simpler because the DOI 

is easily transformed into a link

 The number of users who find the desired information about the publication 

increases

 Publishers have a better insight into who and how many cite their 

publications

 Greater visibility of papers is achieved at the global level, and thus their 

citation















Second step

Evaluation and selection of bibliographic 

sources

 We check the type of publication as a parameter of usability in professional 

and scientific work 

 We review the content

 We check the credibility of the author

 We check the actuality based on the year of issue

 We assess the credibility of the publisher or institution that supports the site



Evaluating and critical reading 

 Defining the main thesis and goal of the work being read;

 Judging the context of work; 

 Judging which theory or method the author refers to;

 Examining the evidence; 

 Recording of bibliographic sources.



Third step

Quoting and citing bibliographic items

Why do we quote?

 Respecting the scientific authority and copyright of other scientists;

 With the desire that the previous knowledge serve as a template for the

presented courts;

 In an effort to convince the reader of the validity of his own position by 

confirming or opposing

 In order to acquaint readers with bibliographic data.



Bibliographic citation

 It is necessary to get acquainted with previous research

 The sources used for writing the paper must be indicated correctly

 In stating bibliographic data, one principle should be chosen

 The chosen principle for bibliographic citation should be fully respected 

and consistently applied

 The source used should always be stated in the language and script in 

which it was published



Bibliographic citation

 Quoting in the text itself 

 List of sources or bibliography 

 Bibliography in a broader sense can be divided into literature (references) 

and bibliography

 References are smaller in scope (contains only the works we refer to in the 

text)

 Bibliography is a larger volume (may contain works that we do not refer to 

directly in the text)



Bibliographic reference

 Data necessary to identify sources

 The data provided in most cases are:

 Author or other liability information

 Title of the paper

 Year of publication

 Publisher

 Place of issue

 The title of a journal or anthology

 Journal number

 Citation page numbers



Citation style

 Chicago Style

 MLA style

 APA style

 International Standard for Bibliographic Description (ISBD)

 Parenthetical referencing



 Bibliography is a prerequisite for good scientific work

 Searching, selecting, evaluating and organizing data according to some 

established criteria 

 The result of bibliographic research: list of publications made according to 

a common feature, type and structure

 Accuracy and completeness depend on the level of education and 

conscientiousness of the bibliographer

 Every bibliography is a guide for further research

Conclusion
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